For your wellbeing
Created in 2014, Knit is a collection of furniture by Ethimo.
Designed by Patrick Norguet, it initially consisted of tables
and chairs, made using teak and woven synthetic fabric fibre.
Recently, a sun lounger, a loveseat, a coffee table and a
bergère-style armchair has been added to the collection. Knit is
Norguet’s desire to merge indoor and outdoor.

The royal
touch
The Dome Armchair
is a part of the
Casanova Collection
launched by
Modenese Gastone.
Taking inspiration
from the classical
baroque of the XVIII
century, this collection
is all about handmade
luxury meeting beauty
and handiness. The
dome armchair is a
carved beech high back
armchair, upholstered
with imprinted flower
velvet and finished by
light walnut and gold.

Standing tall
Known for its contemporary
and quirky products, Peep Out
by New Delhi-based studio
Mother Gone Mad is a simple
yet striking floor lamp. Designer
Ritika Nanda wanted to create
an easy looking floor lamp and
thus used thin tall lines to hold
the lampshade, thereby giving
it a very modern look. Peep Out
comes with a blue metal base
and the fabric shade above can
be customised to one’s choice.

Rock the party
London-based Buster & Punch recently collaborated with Mutt Motorcycles to design
the limited edition bike called LDN Born Mutt. Designed to make a common man feel
like a rock star, this motorcycle is a limited edition of only 50 bikes and comes with a
unique racing number for each. This 125cc bike is prized at £4,500 and is surely going
to kick start a race between design lovers and motorcycle collectors.

Perfect expressions
Altai, designed by Jacob Marks for Skram
consists of tables, dining, sofas, chairs and
sideboards. With merging advanced
machining technologies and
traditional furniture making
techniques, Altai
represents the perfect
expression of Skram’s
model of manufacturing.

Thin lines
While the elegant upholstered exterior
sits on a delicate wire frame, Leya
Bench’s interior is soft and inviting like
a large cushion. In this way, designers
Birgit Hoffmann and Christoph Kahleyss’s
chair design is the result of combining
opposites. The Leya bench (available at
180cm, 200cm, 220cm or 240cm length).

Boldly elegant
Palm wood is comparatively a difficult material to work with. However, overcoming the challenge,
interior designer Nora Gabriel recently launched First Class Furniture, her latest range of furniture
in palm wood. Inspired by the 21st century and manufactured in Germany, these furniture pieces
showcase extravagant palm wood veneers merged with bold design forms. Her range was also
showcased at the recent IMM Cologne 2016.
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